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ABOUT

Cluj Cultural Centre is an independent organisation which works in partnership with other sectors in order to support
social transformation and sustainable development in Cluj-Napoca and Transylvania.

The organization’s General Assembly is constituted from local institutions and organisations, universities, business
clubs, civil society, local and regional administration forum.

www.cccluj.ro/en/

OBJECTIVES

O1: To develop the city of Cluj-Napoca as a brand and position it as a leading European brand in arts and
culture;
O2: To engage the local communities in a strong network with a common goal: social development 
O3: To develop a strong creative economy both in the city and in the region.
O4: To create and implement cultural policies and programs for urban development.

 PROGRAMME

Culture Inspires:
● European Centre for Contemporary Arts
● Art and Happiness
● Expand

Culture Connects:
● Somes River - fowing from West to East
● Jivipen
● InClujiune

Culture Works:
● Culturepreneurs
● Transylvania Myths Europe
● The Intergalactic Ethnography Park
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Cultural and Urban Policies:
● Academy of Change
● Cultural Innovation Fund
● The Candidates Network

CULTURE INSPIRES

European Centre for Contemporary Arts (ECCA)

ECCA is a pioneer institution funded mostly from the
local budget and with a management represented by a
joint  venture between  relevant  local  operators:  The
University  of  Art  and  Design,  The  Media  Arts
Department  of  the  Babeş-Bolyai  University,  Union  of
Fine Artists, Paint Brush Factory, Centre of Interest.
ECCA  will  be  the  frst  space  in  the  region  able  to
display large works, to archive art works, to test new
models of curatorial, cultural programmes and will be
assuming  an  active  role  in  the  arts  society.  Also,  it
aims to write the history of East European art and to
establish a signifcant relationship with the public.

2018 

For 2018,  the main  goal is to start  the reconversion
work  of  the  military  garrison  on   Boulevard  21
December in the gallery of ECCA, and also  to defne
the identity of the future ECCA institution (conceptual,
textual,  visual)  and  develop  the  institution's
management plan.
In  2018  ECCA  is  running  the  frst  edition  of  the
Curator's  School  (in  August),  a  new  edition  of  the
ECCA  pre-election  programme  with  a  call  for
international  artists,  an  exhibition  of  a  special,
internationally  acclaimed  guest,  a  conference  on
models  in  contemporary  art  (between  October  -
November),  a  research  project  dedicated  to  the
Centenary (between January - August), aiming to end
the year with the publication "100 years of art in Cluj”,
and the omonimous exhibition - in December.

2017

In 2017  we completed the technical  project  for the
frst ECCA building. In partnership with the University
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of  Art  and Design,  Babeş-Bolyai  University,  Union  of
Fine Artists, The Paint Brush Factory and the Centre of
Interest,  we organized ECCA Pre-Agency Programme
"Breaking  Views.  Memory  in  Construction  |  Future
Waiting  ":  11  artistic  work  exhibitions  and
interventions in the museums in Cluj, 3 workshops on
the relation between history and art, 3 exhibitions in
independent art centers, 2 exhibitions of media arts in
showcases  and buses,  2  video performances  and 1
anniversary event of The Union on Fine Artists.

These  events  ended  with  a  conference   which
approached  the institutional  models  in  the  feld  (of
Arts),  with  the participation of  15 European experts,
including  Paul  Dujardin,  Director  of  Bozar  Brussels,
Călin  Dan,  Director  of  MNAC  Bucharest  and  Mica
Gherghescu  from  the  Kandinsky  Library  of  the
Pompidou Centre.

CULTURE INSPIRES

Art and Happiness

Art and Happiness is an interdisciplinary collaboration

that  brings  together  artists,  scientists,  experts  in

health and psychology aiming to attract the public eye

on the dangers that threaten our mental and emotional

health.  We  work  with all  these  professionals in

experimental  projects  studying  the  impact  of  art  on

mental and emotional, proposing that the city of Cluj-

Napoca become an important centre of art therapy in

Central and Eastern Europe.

2018

At the beginning of 2018, Art and Happiness sets up a

think-tank made up of local and international  artists,

psychologists and scientists. The think-tank will work

remotely,   both  communicating  online  and  face  to

face, in a dedicated week (July) when defning a frst

experimental project chosen from research conducted

on Cluj data.The pilot is implemented and measured

by the end of the year.

Also,  between June and August we host, in Cluj,  the

frst edition of the Museum of Broken Relationships in

Romania, one of the most important profle projects in

Europe
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2017

In 2017, CCC studied and planned the project Art and

Happiness.  In  July  we  participated,  through  our

colleague Rariţa Zbranca (our Programme Director), to

the "Creative Cognition" summer school at the Central

University European in Budapest, to document for the

interdisciplinary  research  program  about  the

relationship  between  art  and  emotional  and  mental

well-being.

CULTURE INSPIRES

Expand

Expand is a cultural, artistic and scientifc educational
project  for  schools  in  the  city  and the  metropolitan
area. Schools are invited to "adopt" an artist and train
cultural mediators to facilitate productive encounters
between  students  and  art  institutions.  We  help
teachers to include art and culture in their classes and
to  involve  the  youth,  as  viewers  and  creators,  in
cultural and artistic events.
In  this  project,  we  experiment  the  Quantum  STEAM
Science Centre, a mobile pavilion hosting exhibitions
and interactive workshops. Its role is to develop the
appetite  for  science  and  innovation  in  the  local
community,  especially  among  youth,  and  help
teachers,  museums, artists and industry to carry  out
interdisciplinary and participatory activities.
 

2018

In 2018 we will launch an experimental programme for
a  few schools  in  Cluj  and  in  the  metropolitan  area,
whose students and teachers will take part in several
CCC projects (ECCA Prevalence Programme,  Jivipen,
Parade of  Monsters)  and in the  artistic  and cultural
programmes of some institutions and organizations.
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To kick-off the project of the Quantum Science Center,
we are running a partnership with Universcience, the
largest  European institution with this  profle:  we are
attending a science communication class in Paris, and
will organize a similar workshop in Cluj, bringing home
a project of Universcience (exhibition and interactive
workshops for students).

2017

In June we launched the exhibition "The Future in 3D
Printing",  the  frst  Romanian  3D  printing  event.  The
exhibition  was  organized  in  partnership  with
Scientifca  Association,  member  of  the  Cluj  Cultural

Centre, and hosted at the National Museum of History
in  Transylvania,  also  member  of  the  Cluj  Cultural
Center.  The  exhibition  was  a  pilot  project  of  the
Quantum Center and STEAM education mobile centre
that we will develop in Cluj.
In  parallel  with  the  above  mentioned  exhibition,  we
organized  another  pilot  project  of   Quantum Center,
the  workshop  "The  Science  Centers  of  the  future”,
which  was  attended  by  national  and  international
specialists  in  scientifc  communication.  The
workshop`s  special  guests  were  Sophie  Biechelet,
Director of the International Relations of Universcience
Paris and Lyubov Kostova, director of British Council
Sofa.

CULTURE CONNECTS

Somes - sunt riveran

”Somes - sunt riveran” is a cultural enablement project,
unfolded  on  the  shores  of  Someş  River,  meant  to
support the implementation of the general master plan
in urban regeneration along the river and, at a larger
scale, to improve the social relationship between the
city's  inhabitants  and  its  river.
The project uses culture as an urban planning tool and
involves  citizens,  architects,  urbanists,  scientists,
artists and cultural producers. The project proposes to
create  a  River  Council  and  to  organise  a  suite  of
events and activities exploring ways to grow access
and  use  of  the  river  and  its  banks  through  artistic
interventions.
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2018

In 2018, students from the local rroma community are
invited to participate to a work  programme with the
schools, programme that we are developing within the
Expand project. We aim to organise the Rroma Cultural
Days  during  the  Cluj  Days  and  to  bring  in  Cluj  an
artistic  project  that  deals  with  the  subject  of  the
relationship  between  Rroma  communities  and  non-
Rroma communities in Europe.

2017

The  pilot  edition  of  Jivipen  offered  the  Rroma
community  the opportunity  to present themselves to
other  communities  in  Cluj  and  to  enjoy  the  city
together.  CCC  made  this  happen  by  setting  up  a
concert  of  Taraf  de  Caliu  band  at  Pata  Rat  (1,000
participants)  and  a  Jivipen  area  of  activities  in  the
Central  Park  of  Cluj  -  Napoca.  The  project  was
supported by Jazz in the Park festival,  organized by
”Fapte”  Association,  member  of  CCC,  Alex  Fechete,
community activist and community facilitator at Pata
Rat and the National Center for Rroma Culture.
The Jivipen programme in the Central  Park included
concerts and performances with artists from Pata Rat
community,  presentations  and  workshops  of
traditional craftsmen from the community, as well as
the theater show "If  you do not  see me,  you do not
know me", by Marcel Costea and John Bergman. At the
activity`s closure, we`ve applied some questionnaires
amongst  the  rroma  community  represented  at  the
event,  from  which  we  learnt  many  things  regarding
their  hopes  and  plans  in  being  involved  in  future
similar activities. 

CULTURE CONNECTS

InClujiune

„InClujiune” is a platform - project that aims to tighten
the connection between the members of several local
communities  that  are  less  represented and the  city.
Built as an online platform and dubbed by numerous
offine  meetings,  activities  and  events,  the  project's
goal  is  to  develop  methods  and  tools  for  a  better

integration and participation in the city life for several
local  micro-communities.  We  are  looking  into
integrating,  as  a  frst  step,  the  city`s  newbies,  local
alumni but also outsiders.
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2018

In 2018, we will organize a welcome campaign in Cluj
addressed to the newest  Cluj  community  members -
frst year students - through which CCC members and

the cultural  sector  are  invited to think  and organise
interventions and activities to support   the message
that everyone who loves the city is from Cluj.  We will
also  start  the  development  of  the  online  platform
inClujiune.ro  and  we  will  establish  the  Council  of
people from Cluj who live abroad, a consultative body
of   CCC,  formed  by  top  representatives  of  the  Cluj
diaspora, who are invited to contribute to the strategic
projects of the city.

2017

The  frst  edition  of  this  project  counted  12.000
participants  and  30  organisations  that  are  in  the
membership of CCC, who gathered to meet the newest
Cluj members: frst-year students. The programme of
the  event  covered  three  sections:  Cluj  in  Campus,
Student Cluj and Discover Cluj. In Hasdeu Campus (the
biggest campus in Cluj - Napoca), the new members
met  National  Opera,  Transylvania  International  Film
Festival,  Jazz  in  the  Park  and  guided  tours.  Mihail
Kogalniceanu street hosted performances by Vița de
Vie,  Moonlight Breakfast,  Alexandrina and Robin and
the Backstabbers  as well  as a food area offered by
Street  Food  Festival.  Babes  -  Bolyai  University  has
opened its backyard for a cultural  organisations fair
where the most important cultural operators of the city
presented  their  cultural,  training  and  volunteering
programmes to the general public. 

CULTURE WORKS

Culturepreneurs

Culturepreneurs  is  an annual  programme devoted to
the cultural  industries through which we support  job
creation in this sector and the valorisation of cultural
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and creative products to generate wealth. We support
the creation and development  of  startups  in  design,
flm,  music,  crafts  and  media  for  three  months  in
which we provide space for co-working,  training and
consulting in technology management and incubation,
as  well  as  meetings  with  potential  investors  and
distributors.

2018 

In 2018 we will run the pilot edition of the project, with
ten young entrepreneurs in the feld of flm and music.
For  three  months,  they  will  have  free  access  to
workspace, training and consulting from CCC member
organizations that are specialized in entrepreneurship,
management  and  technology.  The  cultural  and
creative plans and products they develop during the
program  are  then  presented  at  a  cultural  industries
festival  to  potential  investors  and  to  the  general
public,  to put  these products and businesses on the
market  and  promote  this  economic  model  among
young people in the city.

2017

The Culturepreneurs  programme was presented at  a
special meeting between Ralph Dum, STArts Program
Coordinator  of  the  European  Commission,  and local
artists. The purpose of the meeting was to popularize
the  European  program  STArts,  which  funds
interdisciplinary  art  and  technology  projects  in  the
community.  The  project  was  also  presented  at  the
Open Innovation 2.0 plenary.

Also,   the project  was presented at Open Innovation
2.0  by  Bianca  Munteanu  ,  Director  of  ARIES
Transilvania,  one  of  the  IT  clusters  in  Cluj,  also
membre of CCC.

CULTURE WORKS Transylvania Myths Europe
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Cluj Cultural Centre invites Transylvanian communities
to  develop  and  promote  themselves,  both  in  the
country and abroad, within a network that seeks to use
heritage, traditions and culture as engines of rural and
regional  development.  Representative  local
communities  from  Transylvania  and  Cluj  community
make  a  cultural,  tourist  and  regional  development
network that hosts the most diverse economic, tourist,
gastronomic and artistic projects. The project includes
a local development programme, hosting joint projects
in  all  member  localities  and  major  events  in  Cluj-
Napoca,  as  well  as creating  a  regional  brand  for
cultural tourism in Transylvania.

2018

In  2018  we select  the  frst  communities  to  join  the
project  and run two joint  projects (Heritage Day and
the campaign United Transylvanian Villages). We will
co-fnance  a  traditional  event  from  each  community
member,  in order to build partnerships that generate

added economic value with cultural organizations that
are members of CCC. We build the brand / implement
the  cultural  and  tourism  label  of  the  network  and
promote  the  communities  members  throughout  a
national  media  campaign  and  by  participating  to  a
tourism fair.

2017

The project was presented at the conference "Heritage
and  Culture  for  the  Development  of  Communities",
specially  organized  for  this  purpose  in  November
2017. The conference was attended by more than 50
representatives  of  local  authorities  and  patrimony
organizations from Transylvania,  together with some
of the most reputed industry experts in the region. The
conference  started  the  enrollment  phase  for

Transylvanian communities.

In October, we ran a frst test project, within TME, at
the Rosehip Celebration,  in Sâncraiu.  We were there
through  the  technology  stand  of  our  partners  from
Techsylvania,  and  by  organising  the  frst  stage  of
Transylvania Championship “Hide-and Seek “.
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CULTURE WORKS

The Intergalactic Ethnography Park

The park is an extension of the Ethnographic Museum
of  Transylvania  in  the  Hoia-Baciu forest,  a  so-called
haunted forest located in the city’s outskirts. Unique in
the  world,  the  park  will  host  augmented  reality
"portals"  and  works  of  art  imagining  new
ethnographies,  as  well  as  a  series  of  events  that
gather  enthusiasts  of  ethnography,  science,  science
fction  and  creativity  to  discuss  and  explore  the
boundaries  reality.  Beyond  the  role  of  attraction  for
tourism and attention, the Park is also thought of as a
context  for  the  development  of  new  innovative
projects in art and technology. Also, the elaboration of
the Park's  plan provides Cluj  with the opportunity  to
practice integrated urban planning,  by massaging all
the  landholders  and  all  stakeholders  in  the  area:
County  Council,  Cluj-Napoca  City  Hall,  clusters  of
technology, the cultural sector and the citizens.

2018

In  2018  we  begin  the  design  theme  for  a  future
international  design contest  that will  decide in 2020
how the Intergalactic Ethnography Park will  look. All
the key stakeholders of the project, as well as artists
and  ethnographers  from  Cluj  and  abroad,  will
collaborate on the theme. In order to test out some of
the  ideas  studied  in  the  design  theme,  we  organize
several events on the site of the future Park, including
a Parade of Monsters, which will take place in a broad
collaboration  between  schools  in  Cluj  and
contemporary artists.

2017

In  2017  we  organized  the  Intergalactic  Ethnography
Workshop,  also  under  the  generic  "Placemaking
through  Art  and  Technology".  The  workshop  had  a
special guest,  Alexandre Sorrentino,  strategist at the
Euromediterranee  Urban  Regeneration  Agency  in
Marseilles.  Sorrentino,  who  coordinated  the  urban
regeneration program in Marseilles,  became famous
throughout  the world for the reconversion of the old
port  of the city. He coordinated in Cluj a discussion
about  the  steps  to  create  the  Intergalactic
Ethnography Park. The workshop took place in Hoia,
right on the plot considered for the development of the
park.  The  participants  were  architects  and  urban
planners,  artists  and  sociologists,  technology  and
ethnography specialists who discussed the next steps
needed to prepare a theme for the design of the park.
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CULTURAL AND URBAN POLICIES

Academy of Change

Academy of Change is a project that aims to grow the
capacity of the cultural and civic sectors in Cluj. The
Academy will have several components: an audience
development  program  for  cultural  institutions  and
organizations, a city-level volunteer program, a culture
accessibility  programme,  a  programme  to  promote
and evaluate sustainable measures in cultural events,
cultural  policy  section,  as  well  as  an  open  course
program  offered  free  of  charge  by  organizations,
institutions  and  companies  from  the  city  to  any
interested citizen, in order to develop new skills.

2018

In 2018 we will expand the open courses program and
run the arts residence programme. We will also launch
the Cultural Voucher, a value ticket that facilitates free
access  to  cultural  events  for  which  the  public  is
currently paying an entry ticket. We will  also expand
the Cultural Mediators training programme and we will
prepare  documentation  for  the  inclusion  of  this
profession in the Romanian Occupation Code.

2017

In  July,  CCC  has  organized  the  workshop  "Public
Development Techniques" at the French Institute. The
trainers were Alma Selimovici, development director of
Bunker  Ljubljana  and  Raluca  Bem  Neamu,  former
educational coordinator of the National Art Museum of
Romania.  Representatives  of  several  CCC  members
(National Museum of History of Transylvania, Lucian
Blaga  National  Theater,  German  Cultural  Center,
Collective  A,  Paint  Brush  Factory  Federation,  Puck
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Theater,  AltArt  Foundation,  French  Institute),  as well
as  experts from other institutions and organizations
from the city were present at the workshop.
In November 2017,  we launched a frst  experimental
version of the Academy of Change Open Course with
142  free  classes,  available  for  22  courses  and

provided by  CCC member  organizations,  institutions,
and companies. The platform was developed together
with Evozon,  in the frst  collaboration  under  the  Co-
Team programme with a company from Cluj.

CULTURAL AND URBAN POLICIES

Cultural Innovation Fund

The  Cultural  Innovation  Fund  (FIC)  is  a  mechanism
that  supports  the  identifcation,  experimentation  and
measurement of alternative solutions to city problems
that are today hard to tackle. The fund supports the
citizens  with  money,  specialists  and  authorizations
who have proposals to improve the way we use the
city together. Considered as a cultural key innovation
division in the city, the Fund will address three major
themes  of  Cluj:  mobility,  housing  and  the  future  of
jobs.  The  Cultural  Innovation  Fund  has  strong
international partnerships such as the Boston Offce of
New Urban Mechanics or the German Marshall Fund,
as well as the support of  some of the most important
companies in Cluj and the City Hall.

2018

In 2018, the Cultural Innovation Fund will carry out four
experimental  projects  on  mobility  (three  rethinks  of
neighborhoods and a project resulting from the traffc
data analysis in Cluj). Also, within the project, we will
defne and discuss a suite of  city-level  experimental
projects  on  the  future  of  jobs,  in  order   to  draft  a
project  that  we will  submit  for funding  through the
European Urban Innovative Actions programme. Last
but  not  least,  we  will  conduct  a  new edition  of  the
Good  Practices  in  Local  Administration  Conference
and we will start an accelerator for social innovation
projects in the city.

2017
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In 2017, we have invited the residents to propose and
test projects for the transformation of the Marasti and
Manastur districts. There were chosen for testing the
Scorţări  -  Morii  Canal,  Bucegi  -  Calvaria  Creek  and
Molnar Piuariu -  Technical  University  of Cluj  Napoca
campus  area.  A  frst  experiment  took  place  in
November, when the Street Food Festival closed traffc
on Piuariu Street in Mărăşti,  and the students of the
Faculty  of  Architecture  evaluated,  through  130
questionnaires,  the  riverans’  interest   in  the
transformation of the area.

With the support of the German Marshall Fund and the
Boston Offce of New Urban Mechanics, we conducted
Urban  Dialogues  with  40  urban  development
specialists,  cultural  managers,  representatives  of
universities  and  local  companies,  and  the
Municipalities of Cluj and Boston. We also organized
the  workshop  "Using  the  Big  Data  for  Traffc
Management", fnalized with drafting a common plan
for  collecting  and  analyzing  traffc  data  at  the  city
level.

CULTURAL AND URBAN POLICIES

The Cultural Cities Network 

The  Cultural  Cities  Network  aims  to  bring  together
European cities that put culture on top of their local
development  strategies.  With  challenges  and similar
projects,  these  cities  can  support  and  collaborate
effciently. The network aims to create a joint capacity
building  programme  for  member  organizations,
organizing  annual  conferences,  and  developing  an
online  platform  to  promote  member  cities  and
facilitate cultural collaboration between them. Last but
not  least,  the  Network  aims  to  become  a  voice  in
European cultural policies. 2018

In  2018,  Cluj-Napoca  will  host  a  new  Network
conference  and  will  work  on  developing  the  online
platform altogether with the project members. Also, in
2018  we  will  draft  projects  to  fund  the  capacity
building  program  with  the  member  organizations  of
the Network.

2017
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The frst conference of the City Network was attended
by representatives of the cultural sectors from Eleusis
(Greece),  Aveiro,  Braga  and  Guimaraes  (Portugal),
Košice (Slovakia),  Debrecen (Hungary),  Klaipeda and
Plunge  (Lithuania)  ),  as  well  as  from  Cluj-Napoca,
Timişoara,  Târgu  Mureş,  Baia  Mare,  Alba  Iulia  and
Sfântu Gheorghe. Organized with the Cultural House of
Cluj-Napoca,  the  event  provided  the  framework  for
setting  up  the  mission  and  the  way  of  work  of  the
Cultural Cities Network,  setted up at the initiative of
Cluj. The conference was attended, amongst others, by
Steve Green,  the  former  President  of  the   European
Capital of Culture competition jury.

Cluj Cultural Centre hosted in September the frst Good
Practice  in  Local  Government  Conference  in  the
cultural  and creative sectors,  an unique event  in the
country's  high-level  meeting  scene.  The  mayors  of
Sibiu,  Oradea  and  Cluj-Napoca,  together  with
representatives  of  the  Bucharest  administration,
presented  successful  projects  implemented  in  their
cities. An immediate outcome of the conference was
the  implementation  of  the  participatory  budgeting
programme, based on the Cluj model, in Oradea.

OTHER PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

Open Innovation 2.0 Conference

Cluj  Cultural  Centre  supported,  as  a  partner,  the
organization of the Open Innovation 2.0 Conference by
the  Cluj-Napoca  City  Hall,  the  ARIES  Transylvania
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Cluster  and  the  European  Commission,  by  inviting
speakers and participants and by conducting several
related events: the Future in 3D Printing exhibition, the
workshop " Place-making through art and technology
"and the workshop" Science Centers of the Future "

Innovation Dialogue

In  June,   the  frst  Innovation  Dialogue  was  held  in
Romania.  CCC  organized  and  moderated  the  two
working days of a specialists group to offer a Mobility
theme, the results of this workshop being then used to
lay the foundations for the pilot edition of the Cultural
Innovation Fund.

Judging the Re-Thinking Somes Contest

Stefan  Teișanu,  CCC  Director,  and  Alexandre

Sorrentino,  Strategic  Director  of  Euromediterranee
Marseille,  a  partner  of  CCC,  were  members  of  the
international  jury  who  decided  to  entrust  the
elaboration of the Someş master plan to the Spanish
PRACTICA Architecture Offce.

Monitoring the Local Development Strategy

The  Faculty  of  Political,  Administrative  and
Communication  Sciences  entrusted  the  Cluj  Cultural
Centre  with  drafting  monitoring  reports  on  the
implementation  of  the  Cultural  Strategy  and  the
Creative  Industries Strategy  for  2017.  Also,  in 2017,
the  Cluj  Cultural  Centre  established  the  Cultural
Strategy Monitoring Task Force of the city, with annual
activity.

Developing the Smart City Strategy
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Cluj Cultural Centre was invited to the group of local
organizations  and  companies  called  by  Cluj  IT  and
ARIES Transylvania clusters to develop the Smart City
Strategy of Cluj-Napoca City, benefting from Deloitte
consulting and local administration support. The frst
workshops took place in the autumn of 2017.

Centre for Innovation and Civic Imagination

Cluj Cultural Centre participates in the meetings of the
Center  for  Innovation  and  Civic  Imagination  of  Cluj-
Napoca  City  Hall,  being  the  partner  of  the  cultural
section of the project.

Coordinating the European Night of Museums in Cluj-
Napoca

The Cluj Cultural Centre also organized the Museums
Night in 2017, gathering more than 25,000 Cluj at the
exhibitions  hosted  in  11  museums  and  exhibition
spaces  in  Cluj.  This  was  the  biggest  edition  of  the
European Night of Museums in Cluj-Napoca.

Season France - Romania 2017 – 2018

Together with the French Institute in Cluj,  Cluj Cultural
Centre  organized  the  meeting  of  the  Romanian  and
French  Commissioners  of  the  Season  with  the
representatives of the cultural sector in Cluj, for three
days in which there were 17 private meetings and 4
group  meetings  involving  a  total  number  of  134
people.

CONFERENCES  PARTICIPATION  AND
INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
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Courants du Monde

In March 2017, CCC attended  the program Courants
du  Monde,  organized  in  Paris,  Marseille  and  Aix-en-
Provence, by the Maison des Cultures du Monde, under
the patronage of Ministry of Culture from France. 17
cultural  managers  from  17  countries  of  the  world
attended  meetings  with  40  institutions  and  major
cultural organizations from France and Europe.

Europe’s Capital is Culture

In  April,  at  Pecs,  we  presented  the  Cluj  model  of
thinking about  cultural  planning in order  to support

the development of the city, unconditioned by winning
the title. The conference was attended by the cities of
Hungary and United Kingdom, candidates for the 2023
title,  who were then invited to Cluj,  in September,  to
launch the European Candidate Cities Network.

Regional Creative Industries Alliance

CCC attended the meetings of the Regional Committee
of  Project  Representatives,  whose  purpose  is  to
improve  policies  and  programmes  that  support
competitiveness of cultural and creative companies, in
order to exchange of good practices between regions
(Austria,  Belgium,  Denmark,  Greece,  Italy,  Latvia,
Romania, Poland and Spain).

Baltic Audience Links

CCC attended  the Baltic Audience Links conference,
organized  by  the  River  Cities  Network  in  Gdansk,
Poland,  presenting  the  Centre's  work  with  a  special
focus on the „I'm Riveran” project of the CCC's cultural
programme.  Also,  it  was  presented the  international
competition for Re-Thinking Somes.
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JPI Urban Europe

In  May,  CCC attended the  annual  conference  of  JPI
Urban Europe in Brussels. Anamaria Vrabie, director of
CCC  Cultural  Innovation  Fund  and  Ovidiu  Cîmpean,
Director  of  Local  Development  at  Cluj-Napoca  City
Hall,  were  the  guests  of  the  panel  "Public
Administrations as Agents of Change".

Monitor of Cultural and Creative Cities

Cluj  Cultural  Centre has collaborated with the resort
department of the European Commission in order to
collect local data to launch the offcial European Union
instrument of measuring and monitoring how culture
and creativity help to cities development.

Academy of Cultural Management

The  Academy  of  Cultural  Management  is  a
postgraduate  programme  organized  by  the  Goethe-
Institut  in  Thessaloniki,  Sofa  and  Bucharest  and
addressed to public and independent cultural workers.
During  the  Academy  events  in  Bucharest  and  Sofa,
CCC  was  represented  by  Stefan  Teişanu  and  Rariţa
Zbranca, as guest speakers.

LIKE Culture

CCC attended, in Aarhus,  the annual conference of the
LIKE Culture network. Cluj Cultural Centre was invited
to  hold  a  workshop  about  how  cities  can  use  their
experience of applying for the title of European Capital
of  Culture  to  cultural,  social  and  economic
development.

DECISIONAL, CONSULTATIVE AND IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS (Strategic role)

- Coordinates the organization's strategy;
- Assume, monitor and evaluate the implementation of annual management plans;
- Is consisted of 15 General Assembly and City representatives.
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- Works with the Executive Director.

In 2017, Mr. Tudor Sălăgean (Ethnographic Museum of Transylvania) and Szenkovics Dezső (Sapientia University)
have been named in the Board of Directors. The mandate of the Board of Directors will have to be renewed by 15
March 2018.

EXECUTIVE TEAM (Administrative role)

- Ensures the implementation of the annual plan and budget execution;
- Keep in touch with CCC members for their effective involvement in program projects;
- Work with external, artistic, strategic, fnancial, and management partners in order to develop the organization;
- It is headed by the Executive Director named by the Board of Directors, for a period of three years.

In 2017, the persons who have joined the executive team were: Rariţa Zbranca (Programme Director, part-time), Andi
Daiszler  (Marketing  Manager,  part-time),  Alexandra  Hoștină  (Events  Specialist,  full-time)  and  Diana  Gherasim
(Assistant Manager, full-time).  In 2018, the executive team needs to be completed by another 10 people.

ARTISTIC BOARD (Advisory role)

- Coordinates the strategy of the programme;
- Assume, monitor and evaluate the implementation of the CCC's artistic direction;
- Is consisted  of 7 curators, with different specializations;
- Works with the Programme Director.

This Board did not exist in 2017, it will be set up in 2018.

CONSILIUL CLUJENILOR DE PRETUTINDENI (Advisory role)

- Coordinates the working strategy with the diaspora;
- Assume a strategic project of  CCC  for which it runs advocacy and fundraising;
- Is consisted of 11 Cluj citizens, who are not living in Cluj anymore, with top performances in their felds of activity;
-Works with the Executive Director.

This Board did not exist in 2017, it will be set up in 2018

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF CCC MEMBERS
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In 2017, the number of members of the Cluj Cultural Centre increased with 10 organizations, reaching 60. Other Cluj
organizations have made an interest in becoming members of the CCC. Their requests for adhesion will be analyzed in
the Board of Directors and voted in the General Assembly of Members. In the present, the Cluj Cultural Centre has 60
member organizations:

1. "Gheorghe Dima" Music Academy
2. The North West Regional Development Agency
3. Art Image Association
4. The Cluj Guided Tours Association
5. Collective A  Association 
6. Create.Act.Enjoy Association
7. Cultural Association Balla & Vajna Projects
8. Cultural Association Pro Transilvania
9. Facts Association
10. Association of Business Women Cluj
11. Groundfoor Group Association
12. Association of Cluj Hoteliers
13. Lions Club Genesis Association
14.  The Association of  Patrons and Craftsmen from
Cluj County
15.  Association for the Promotion of the Romanian
Film
16.  Ropot Association
17. Scientifca Association
18. Urbannect Association
19. Victoria Film Association
20. The Why Not Us Association
21. Students Culture House from Cluj-Napoca
22. Lions Transilvania Club Cluj-Napoca
23. Cluj Rotary Club 
24. The Tango Company Cluj
25. County Council Cluj
26. The Paint Brush Factory Federation
27.  Federation  of  Galleries  and  Artists  of  the  Paint
Brush Factory
28. The Youth Federation of Cluj
29.  State Philharmonic Transylvania
30. Altart Foundation for Alternative Art

31. The Cultural Foundation "Apostrof"
32.  The  Cultural  and  Charitable  Foundation  for
Protection
of the National Carpathian Cultural Heritage
33. European Foundation for Urban Culture
34. Transylvania College Foundation
35. The PONT Group
36. French Institute Cluj
37. Institute for Research on National Minorities 
38. The Romanian Writers League
39. The City of Cluj-Napoca
40. The Art Museum
41. The Ethnographic Museum of Transylvania
42. The National History Museum of Transylvania
43. Hungarian Opera House Cluj
44. Romanian National Opera
45. Order of the Architects of Romania - Branch
Territorial Transylvania
46. The Romanian-German Cultural Society
47. The Patriotic Cultural Society "Avram Iancu"
48. Puppet Theater "Puck"
49. The Hungarian State Theater
50. National Theater
51. Union of Fine Artists Cluj
52. Union of Fine Artists  Cluj-Bistrita
53. "Avram Iancu" University
54. "Babeş-Bolyai" University
55. "Bogdan Voda" University of Cluj-Napoca
56. University of Art and Design Cluj-Napoca
57. University of Medicine and Pharmacy
58. University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary
Medicine- Cluj-Napoca
59. Sapientia University
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60. Technical University

THE STRUCTURE OF THE EXECUTIVE TEAM

Executive Director
-  Works  with  the  Board  of  Directors  in  order  to  establish  the  strategic  direction  of  the  organization  and  the
management plan;
- Works with the CCC Executive Team in order to implement the management plan.

Programme Director
-Works with the Artistic Board to establish the artistic direction, the partnerships and project calls and to make the
decisions related to the cultural and artistic content of the CCC programmes;
- Works with Project Managers to watch over the artistic direction and project implementation plans and to monitor
and evaluate the projects.

The management team
- Financial & Legal Manager + Offce Manager + Acquisition Specialist
- Event Manager + Events Specialist + Events Specialist
- Marketing Manager + PR Manager + Graphic Designer

Programme team
- Full time:
 Cultural Manager 1: Culture Inspires - ECCA & Artistic Residency Program
 Cultural Manager 2: Culture Connects - Riveran & Jivipen & InClujiune
 Cultural Manager 3: Culture Works - Culturepreneurs & Transylvania Myths Europe
 Cultural Manager 4: Cultural Policies - Academy & Network & Expand

- Part time:
 Art and Happiness Manager
 Fund of Innovation Manager
 Intergalactic Ethnography Park Manager

- Project-based collaborators

Some of the required posts will be flled by direct nomination by  the Executive Director, and the other posts will be
made public through an open international call of specialists. We are particularly interested in people from Cluj, who
work in other cities or countries,  in order to return to work in Cluj,  but positions are opened to any Romanian or
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international specialist showing interest in the activity of  Cluj Cultural Centre. All these positions must be occupied by
10 March 2018.

BUDGET

2017 2018 2017 2018

Income 203.500 € 725.000 € Costs 203.500 € 725.000 €

Local Council 135.000 € 400.000 € Salaries 50.000 € 250.000€

County Council 0 € 100.000 € Administration 5.000 € 50.000 €

Members subscription 25.000 € 25.000 € Program 120.000 € 350.000 €

Companies 40.000 € 150.000 € Marketing 30.000 € 50.000 €

Others 3.500 € 50.000 € Provisions 0 € 25.000 €

PRIVATE FINANCING

In 2017 we have made fnancial partnerships with Banca Transilvania, Evozon, Accenture, Arxia, iQuest and Sykes. We
also have had  several partnerships in goods and services, the most representative being the catering partnership with
Exclusiv Catering & Events. Last but not least, in 2017 we have received funding from the German Marshall Fund and
from an  individual donation.

In 2018, we will strengthen the group of corporate partners with new companies with which we had discussions in the
last quarter of 2017, as well as companies that we will address in the frst quarter of 2018. The major difference from
the previous year is that, in 2018, Cluj Cultural Centre has concrete benefts to offer to the companies that are working
with, while in 2017 the relationship with the partner companies was rather a sponsor/Mecena. Also, in 2017,  Cluj
Culture Centre did not have the capacity to approach European funding programmes or structural funds, whereas from
the year that comes, this funding source will be prioritized in our team. Last but not least, we will experiment in 2018
other ways to fund the organization: through crowdfunding, through the Consiliul Clujenilor de pretutindeni, through
foundations and private organizations.
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